Achieve a 3 in 1
Air, Moisture, and Thermal Control Solution
with Hunter Xci Foil Class A and Accessories

Hunter Xci Foil Class A assemblies will increase overall wall system performance, save labor and simplify applications. Here is how.

**Hunter Xci Polyiso—Xci Foil Class A**
- Can be installed directly on steed studs in a variety of wall assemblies without the need for gypsum sheathing
- Hunter Xci Foil Class A offer higher R-values when compared to EPS, XPS and Mineral Fiber
- Superior fire performance, durability and dimensional stability
- Designed for use in continuous insulation to assist in meeting ASHRAE 90.1, IECC, IBC and IRC standards
- Hundreds of NFPA 285 compliant assembly options
- When seams are sealed the Hunter Xci Foil Class A system acts as an air, moisture, and thermal control layer

**Hunter Xci Tapes—**
**Xci Foil Grip 1402 Tape and ECHOtape MT-A7757**
- High performing rolled sealant for indoor or outdoor applications and in hot or cold temperatures
- Highly flexible allowing for movement within the wall assembly
- Creates a watertight assembly when applied on Hunter Xci insulation seams
- May also be used on pipe and duct penetrations, inside/outside corners
- Variety of widths available for flashing of seams

**Hunter Xci Sealants—BarriBond XL and BarriBond**
- High performing liquid flashing and detail sealants for indoor or outdoor applications and maybe used in hot or cold temperatures
- Highly flexible allowing for movement within the wall assembly
- Creates a watertight assembly when applied on Hunter Xci insulation seams
- May also be used on pipe and duct penetrations, inside/outside corners
- Available in sausage tubes

Call Hunter Panels today for pricing and add these accessories to your next Hunter Xci order!